Quick Plan
Quick plan of action regarding improving long-term patient care,
improving service and perception…

Day One: Plan
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Executive Summary
Prior to any implementation of ongoing implementation of any changes and improvements, it is
essential to conduct a full audit and analysis of what works, what doesn’t work, what could be
improve and improved and what should stay the same. In a business capacity, assessing the level of
expenditure and return on investment to see which areas are proving more fruitful and which areas
potentially less.
Short/long-term goals should be identified in key business areas, tallied and reported and
periodically assessed in both report and graphical format to identify whether improvements and
changes implemented has a lasting impact on patient care and overall service improvement.

Goals of Spectrum?
Promoting new ideas for change, and supporting the vision of the organisation and encourage and
motivate others to be inspired by their ideas too, helping to move new ideas or innovations through
initiation and development all the way to implementation.
In-line with KAIZEN the process of continuous improvement, there should always be improvements
being made to processes and procedures. Processes and procedures should be continuously audited
to be effective. Notes of changes implemented as part of audit log to see what was changed and
how it potentially made a difference, what level of difference or if none at all.

Short-term?
Pick between 1 and 100 different specific areas in which to make improvements and how to
implement over time.

Long-term?
Literally, same as above, although over a longer monitoring period, some will be the same as above
to improve continuity and consistency. Pick anywhere between 1 and 100 different specific areas in
which to make improvements and how to implement over time.

Budget?
Any proposed changes to processes, procedures and improvements would potentially come at a
cost, either as a one-off or ongoing cost.

Expected ROI?
How to potentially increase patient numbers and interactions over time? Either incrementally or on
a month-by-month basis.

Internal Research and Audit
Patient Perception
As patient champion first and foremost it is important to gauge existing patient performance and
existing reporting methods.
To Date
Currently, there is a “Compliments and Suggestions” form at the entrance which says “Your Views
Count”, however having spoken to patients in my first 5mins, they did not express their perceptions
in the form, however upon asking they expressed some dissatisfaction.
New Proposal(s)
It is difficult to make proposals without knowing how well existing procedures work. How forms are
completed on what sort of basis and how is this presently recorded?
In-line with GDPR, when re-ordering or re-designing form, they possibly should have:
 Faint lines to enable neater writing on the lines and potential indicator of length of
comments expected
 Would you be happy for us to contact you regarding your feedback?
 Would you like to hear from us in the future (i.e. Marketing)
I figure patient name and DOB should be enough to locate them on the system.

Product/Service Audit
Which are the most common services and products purchased or attended for?

Competitor Analysis
Who were our key market competitors when established and who are they now?
What do our service users say about their service?

Overall Marketing Strategy
Baader Meinhof Effect
You notice things you associate with more and since having been here I’ve noticed FB sponsored ads
on my feed, advertising at petrol pumps, Oadby Parade Banner and expenditure on branded
materials. How is ROI measured for all activities?

Advertising and Marketing
Sponsoring and supporting some great organisations and initiatives. Although are we adequately
promoting the organisation as well? Are customers who do not regularly attend aware of other work
we are involved with and how they could potentially also get involved with either ourselves or our
partner organisations?
Shared correctly results in indirectly promoting ourselves in the process, however without that being
the main goal. Sometimes it’s nice to do something for nothing, although in business, helping them,
helping us enables us all to grow collectively and do more amazing work.

Social Media
Existing strategy
Which social media channels is the business currently on and who currently manages social media
and online engagement?
Facebook
Website shows FB and email. Facebook states: 878 people like this, 937 people follow this.
146 Mobile Uploads, 23 Timeline Photos, Cover Photos, Profile Photos
No obvious presence on other social media channels including Instagram or Twitter for improving
social media engagement with patient base. Depending on our overall consumer/customer/patient
demographic, however Facebook, Instagram and Twitter being the most commonly used social
media channels.
Website has not been updated in some time. A somewhat older style of website could do with
tweaking or external management.

Google
Google rating from 24 google reviews not very high.
Need some genuine and positive reviews.

Above shows instant result is somewhat average from
rating from BestCompare.

Earlier patient suggested, “all good and well to look fancy, but there’s no doctors”, therefore a
perceptual or misunderstanding in service delivery between practice and patient.
 How better to educate patients?
 Is this a universal view?
Future Strategy
Take all above into account and implement a good long-term 5 year strategy.

Staff Perception
Confidential conversation with each staff member across sites to assess areas of potential
improvements and suggestions direct from staff members as to what works and what doesn’t work
to date. Falls into various categories:







How they feel about their job
Security
Coming to work
Working with colleagues
How organised is the organisation?
Staff turnover rates?

NOTED: Office is also being used for storage which affects the ‘feng shui’ and level of productivity in
a cluttered environment. Staff may

Spectrum Audit
Spectrum mnemonic: Specialist, Pioneer, Energetic, Caring, Team-working, Respectful, Unified and
Motivational.
What measures and processes are in places to measure each of the individual metrics?
What level of reporting is in place to assess how we measure, manage and monitor any/all of the
above or have any caveats in place for each?

General Site Improvements
Date of last site audit and findings/failings?
Suggesting and looking into cost effective and zero cost methods of improving site perception and
performance based on simple strategies such as:





Clear desk policy
Wipe down sanitiser station at Upland Road
Clear site (car park has some pallet thing)
Full-site audit, walk-around, floor-plan and mark off areas that need adjustment

Uplands Road has a hand sanitizer station at entrance which has solidified sanitizer having dripped
down which requires thorough clean. Without asking patient perception, as the first thing you see
when you walk through the door, in my own personal opinion, it stands out and doesn’t look very
appealing. As a sanitization station not being clean, it undermines the idea of hygiene and
cleanliness.
While lockdown is eased and sanitizer is still an advisory requirement, this should be potentially
clean/wiped down a couple times a day, especially if heat is causing it go hard.
 Downstairs toilet has 2 bins, there is no indication as to which bin is for what. Unclear as to
whether this should be obvious or just use the one nearest to the door as exiting…

Existing Data Strategy
Organisational data management and policy has an impact from an individual practice perspective
whilst working with the NHS. Ranging from customer data, practice data, ongoing system updates
and software updates for potential efficiency in-line with long-term goals.

Existing On-File Non-medical Data
 What non-medical data is held on the customer and in what format?
 Follow-up process / aftercare to improve patient experience?
 Existing email strategy?
o Patient surveys and service questionnaires
o Engagement and update emails
 Existing text strategy?
 Level of A-B testing for marketing material sent to customers.

Future Data Strategy
Somewhat hard to implement a future data strategy which would improve the overall patient
experience without any idea of how the experience is presently. Good data would have an impact on
how the data is utilised.

Introducing Patient Champion!
Informal Introductions Where Possible
 Someone should meet and greet patients in waiting area with clipboard or tablet with a
survey while they wait to create engagement and also be able to ask questions regarding
their views
o Better done informally: Improves data and more honest results
o Drawbacks – Only representative of patients who are physically present on the day

External Perception of Patient Champion
As the patient champion is a new role it is good to identify to patients and stakeholders.
 Face-to-face introduction to patients
 Cost effective methods and broadest potential reach, ideally social media
o FB post
o Short video
o Contact options via email
 Meeting with stakeholders to increase awareness of proactive approach to organisational
improvement and change

Is 4 Hours A Month Enough?
In less than 4 hours, the above was found and to do the role of patient champion adequately, there
would potentially need to be a greater level of engagement with patients on a continuous proactive
basis.
“For example, they may see the need to bring about an entire new system of working across our organisation, or they may make some
smaller adjustments that are just as essential and important.”
Small changes can easily be suggested and implemented; larger changes would take management or
reporting and oversight.
“Promoting new ideas for change, and supporting the vision of the organisation and encourage and motivate others to be inspired by
their ideas too, helping to move new ideas or innovations through initiation and development all the way to implementation.”
Measuring according to the metrics mentioned below:









A higher quality of care for our patients.
‘Real policies’ that make a real difference to patients.
Improved ratings.
Increased staff knowledge.
Greater staff morale.
A better workplace environment.
A Patient focussed direction of travel.
A critical friend from a patient perspective.

